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Follow Mike U.

6/26/2013

We are in the process of making precious metal purchases
and we wanted to try a few companies to see who would
offer better service and deliver quickly. 
Of the online services, this was the worst experience
we've had. We figured to start off with a small, minimal
purchase and see for ourselves which we would use for
our larger purchases in the future.
First off, we did read the fine print and we expected some
delays but this is ridiculous.  We sent them a check, they
cashed it, it cleared, they held on to my money (the check
cleared) for close to a month and could not tell us when
the order would ship. Then I had to place the order on hold
(because they had no idea when it would ship) and when
we removed the hold, they still couldn't tell us when out
order would ship. This practice doesn't seem right,  I
guess you have to be a big dollar buyer to get the service.
 

We have found a local brick and mortar shop that will clear
our order after they cash our check and will also accept
cash orders with a CC hold when we purchase. If you have
a local dealer close by, I recommend using that option
instead of larger places like Lear, unless you like to wait
until your hair turns silver.

Mike U.
Gainesville, VA
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14 reviews
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Buy Gold Bullion Los Angeles

7/25/2014

Lear is just another predator in the sea of ready prey that is
right-wing radio and TV. 

Note the threatening ads -- China is buying up US gold
RIGHT NOW! This could be your LAST CHANCE to own
physical gold, ever!

Note also the absurd product they offer - physical gold at
a massive premium. If you really think that the world is
going down in flames in the next couple of years, and that
some physical gold is going to help you during that time,
by all means, go nuts. 

Note the change in tune depending on the situation. three
years ago: "Gold is higher than ever and sure to rise!"
Today: "Gold is at sub-market lows and sure to rise!"
Unlike physical gold, there is no premium on accuracy. 

They advertise on Beck, Limbaugh and Faux news for
Chrissakes. Facts need not apply... just save me from
those money grubbing Chinese (Muslims, Obama, gun
control, Russians, apocalypse demons... whatever
manufactured threat they're bandying about today)!

Lear currently offers (claims to offer) a paranoia-inducing
"China Report," advertised often on Hate Radio. But go
ahead, try calling, like I did. You will encounter high-
pressure sales and if the rep thinks for even a moment that
you are not going to "buy gold from us today" (their words,
5 or 6 times), get ready for the ol' hang up treatment. They
will also demand your personal info. It's like they really
care about just who you are. Gives you an important kind
of feeling, no?

3/25/2014

I was going to buy from Lear capital, gold polar Canadian
.999 gold .25 oz coins. Joanne saw me as a beginner that
didn't know the first thing about buying gold. Which is
right, I was depending on her to help me invest in gold.
She talked me into buying gold coins at $400.00 above the
value per oz.  I was able to talk to a family member that
told me just because the coins had some collection value.
Didn't make them worth what I was paying. I found a local
dealer that charged $10.00 over the value for the day you
buy on. So be careful when dealing with these company's
that advertise on tv.

8/7/2013

Ive purchased several silver polar bears from Lear over the
past year and I've been very satisfied with their service.
 My representative is David Goodman and he usually calls
me when silver dips. I recommend David as he is very
knowledgeable of many products.

12/6/2012

Do not do business with Lear Capital. They charged me

Randolph Z.
Orlando, FL
Elite ’14
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From the business
Specialties

We have been America's Precious Metals leader since 1997, and we strive to not only earn your
business but to maintain it with superior service. We can help you diversify your portfolio by
purchasing bullion, acquiring premium rare coins, or by adding physical gold and silver to your
existing IRA account.

History

Established in 1997.

We provide you with a personal account representative, a secure ordering environment, and a
"real-time" investment relationship that keeps you abreast of spot pricing, precious metals
news, and economic events that impact your retirement and your future. We also provide an
exclusive Buy Back program and an industry leading Price Advantage Guarantee.

Meet the Manager

As the Founder of Lear Capital, DeMeritt's knowledge of economic cycles, financial trends,
sovereign debt, and diversification strategies has helped to establish Lear as one of the most
highly respected and routinely endorsed precious metals companies in the country. Relying on
his 20 years of experience with investment quality gold, DeMeritt has helped thousands of
investors capitalize on economic booms and protect their savings during financial downturns.

Best of Yelp Los Angeles – Investing

See More

$800 over fair market value for a 1 ounce 1924 Gold coin. I
learned that Lear charge me an excessive amount when I
went to sell my coin. Lear said they would only pay me
$1,688 for a coin they sold to me for $2,485 just 2 years
earlier (when gold was $300 less per ounce). This
obviously made no sense to me so I went to several local
coins stores and they told me that I paid about $800 over
market value for the coin from Lear Capital. I confirmed
what the local coins stores owners told me by researching
the same rated coins on Heritage Auctions (largest coin
auction site). Local coin stores and Heritage Auctions
typically have a premium of less than 10% versus the 45%
premium that Lear Capital charged me which is 450%
higher than local coin dealers. I will never purchase from
Lear Capital again.

kevin D.
Manager
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